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Welcome to VM Coder Technology
VM coder technology has been a prominent flag with providing an extensive series of IT services in the market also high importance on

info@vmcoder.com
vmcodertechnology@gmail.com

establishing long-term associations with our clients. With growing competition, We have made the number of clients for various wellknown brands like Ilam Academy, Veraxe, Blue Lakes, Xender Mart, Fobstone Collection & Khaye Jao etc. The extremely trained and
experienced team at vm coder technology make their best effort to understand the requirements of client and objectives also deliver
the best services in a customized way. Whether it is a web development, software and Android / iOS mobile application development

www.vmcoder.com

etc. we also specialize in the digital market way. The professionals at VM Coder Technology have great expertise to design & develop it
all in the most professional aspect.

INTERNSHIP
Our Mission
VM Coder Technology is a leading software provider for medium and large scale enterprises. Our mission is providing our
clients with the right platform and exposure so that the ever-increasing competition doesn’t take a toll on their
products & services. We work as per the strategies which they make so as to cross the hurdles successfully.

Our Vision
By practicing the latest industry standards, we form enduring relationships with our customers and this leads to a
repeat customer rate of more than 70%. With an excellent hold on the latest trends and changes in the field, we strive to
maintain a remarkable position in the industry.

Our Passion
We love what we do, Our Enthusiasm and our passion are developed from our work and our clients good or bad reviews.
You can say our passion is technology and we focus to grow your business to the next level through latest technologies
are what exists us and provide the most advanced solutions.

Our Ambition
The passion for Development is the core of our company. VM Coder Technology's motive is to achieving targets and
moving beyond the limits in life, business, and technology, enable people to achieve their highest goals. With the Web
becoming ever busier, it’s now and crucial to have an Energetic and Sticky website.

Java Development Internship

ASP. NET Internship

PHP Development Internship

Web Designing Internship

Python Development Internship

Digital Marketing Internship

Application Development Internship

Human Resources Internship

WE ARE CURRENTLY WORKING WITH

PERSONALITY DEVELOPEMENT
PERSONALITY DEVELOPEMENT

DIGITAL MARKETING

Personality development is the relatively enduring pattern of the thoughts, feelings,

As the world switched from offline to online, the marketplace also became online. Everyone started
making a business website and competing in the online marketplace.

and behaviours that distinguish individuals from one another. The dominant view in
the field of personality psychology today holds that personality emerges early and
continues to change in meaningful ways throughout the lifespan.

SOFT SKILLS
ENGLISH COMMUNICATION
BEHAVIOUR
TEAM WORK
INTRERVIEW PREPRATION
OVER ALL DEVELOPMENT

Like offline marketing, online marketing was also required and so, there was a need for digital
marketing. No business can survive today without digital marketing.
If you are looking out to offer your products and services to your target customers, you need to hire
an expert and professional digital marketing service. We have a reputed history of providing our
clients with best digital marketing services.
Our digital marketing offerings come in convenient, ready-to-buy packages with clearly identified
deliverables. Contact us – get the digital marketing plan you need to work for you!
In simplistic terms, digital marketing is the promotion of products or brands via one or more forms of
electronic media.
Functionality of Digital Marketing

VIDEO MARKETING

WEBSITE CREATION

GOOGLE ANALYTICS

PPC ADVERTISING (GOOGLE ADS & EXPRESS)

MOBILE WEB MARKETING

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

ONLINE REPUTATION MANAGEMENT (ORM)

FACEBOOK & INSTAGRAM MARKETING

ADSENSE & BLOGGING

LINKEDIN MARKETING

AFFILIATES E-COMMERCE MARKETING

TWITTER ADVERTISING

HOW TO GRAB FREELANCING PROJECTS ?

QUORA MARKETING

CERTIFICATIONS

MOBILE APP DEVELOPMEMT

ANDROID & iOS
WEB DEVELOPMENT

ANDROID APP DEVELOPMENT

When it comes to website development, none of you should take a chance. Your website is going to
be the online address of your business and you simply can't afford to make your website look poor.

Most of the people today spend time on the Android Apps installed on their smartphone. There may
arise a need when you wish to get an Android App for your business. You need someone who can
understand your requirements and transform it into a stunning app.

Our strong dedication towards website development has made us capable of helping many people
in their business growth. We have the industry experience that will make your business website
stand out.

Our state-of-the art skills in Android development have helped us to bring many ideas to life. We have a
team of full-stack Android app developers who never miss an update about Android development.

We offer clean, optimised and responsive website development services that will help you to reach
out to the local and global audience. Get in touch with us to get the public space of your business
online – get your website developed today!

We deliver engaging, and personalized apps that are valuable to your users and companies. Contact us if
you have an Android App development idea – we shall deploy it on Play Store!

E-COMMERCE DEVELOPMENT

iOS APP DEVELOPMENT

In the modern era, e-commerce industry is ever growing and expanding fast. It is the new age way
to get the best returns on your investment. You might want to build an e-commerce website that
helps you to sell your products online.

Business that cater to the needs of high end clients, should not forget to reach the rich users of
Apple iOS. But since, Apple's iOS applications come with a lot of complexity; you will not find too
many proficient iOS developers.

You might need e-commerce solutions – right from e-commerce website development to the
implementation of technologies that help in marketing. We have experience in providing required
e-commerce solutions.

Our love for iOS has made us gain a hands-on experience over developing iOS applications. Our
iOS lab remains updated with the latest updates that roll out at Apple. We are capable of
developing iOS applications with easy to use, interactive and intuitive interface.

We provide easy to use administrative panels, simple & professional designs, templates for product
categories, e-commerce hosting service, on page search optimisation, etc. in our solutions. Drop us
a line to get your e-commerce development task done – we shall be prompt in getting back to you!

We provide custom iOS development services that are classy and elegant, enabling
conversations over iOS devices. Contact us to get on the latest generations of iPhone and iPad –
get your iOS application developed now!

